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Don't Fear the Di#l
It's dumbing d01,vn our kids? Hardly. Why plugging in is good for you
Y HANDWRITINC SKILI.S PZA.RED SOMEITME IN MY 12TH
year, shortly after I took a summer Wping class. A few
months later my paren& bought a personal comput-
et Before long my writing life migated to the key-

board, and my handwriting steady decline to dte

pained, barely legible scrawl that it is today.

A penmanship expert would look at that sorry trend and
say, "What a disaster! The adoption of the personal compute
er has led to a marked deterioration of an important com-

munication skill." But that a.ssessment would be meaningless

without factoring in all the benefits I've enjoyed

from Nitching to the keyboard. Not only can I

put words together at 10 times the speed of use

ing pen and paper, but I can also transfer

those words to the di$tal realm, where they

can be edited, spell-checked, e-mailed,

quoted, blogged and Googled.
In fact, the benefits so dramatically out.

weigh the costs that if I had to do away with

either handwriting or typing for the rest of

my life. I'd give up handwriting in a heart-
beat. I suspect many others would do the
same.

Any time a new technolog comes along

implicit cost-benefit analysis geu made. ne
trouble with the current debate about

Generation M is that we have a phalanx
of e.xperts lined up to measure the costs

but only a vague, intuiäve sense of the

benefiu.

Start with the costs. Is all this screen time

diminishing the kids' face-to-face social skills?

Hardly. Remember, the total number of hours spent in front
of a screen has not increased over the past 10 years. Teenagers

are irrepressibly social animals; it's in their DNA. They're not

using the technology to replace their real-world social life;

they're using technology to augnent it.

No doubt there is some truth to the belief that multitask-
ing in front of a screen (or screens) can make it harder for us

to focus on contemplative single-task projects like reading a

book or solving quadratic equations. But are there benefits

that might outweigh those costs? The crucial trend is not the

number of hours teenagers spend in front of the screen but

rather the dramatic increase in cognitive engagement that the
screen demands of them.

nventy or 30 years ago, we sat in submissive wonder
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soakng up the magic of TV sitcoms. Today's Eds see the
screen as an environment to be explored, inhabited, shared

and shaped. They're bloggng. They're building their

MySpace pages. They're constructing elaborate fan sites for

their favorite artists or shows. They're playing immensely

complicated like Civilization TV—one of the mqst

popular computer games in the world last autumn—in which
players re-create the endre course of human economic and
technoloöcal history.

I believe this dramatic spike in digital participation is, for

the most part, sharpening the of Ceneraäon M,
not dumbing them down. But it's hard to see that

improvement without the right yardstick. The
skills they're developing are not trivial. I%ey're

leaming to analyze complex systems with

many interacting variables, to master new in-
terfaces, to firid and validate informaäon in

vut databases, to build and exten-

Sive social networks crossing both virtual

and real-world environments, to adapt exist*

ing te&ology to new uses. And they're
leaming all this in their spare time—for fun!

Now ask yourself this question: In the
offces of the filture, which SHII set will to-

day's kids draw upon in their

day-to-day ta.sks? Mas-

tering interfaces, searching
for information, maintain-

ing virtual social networks

and multitasJdng? Or doing
algebra? I think the answer is ob-

vicus. It's a good bet that 99% of kids will
never use algebra again after they graduate from high school.

yet thanks to the testing establishment, we know a
staggering amount about the algebraic skills of today's

teenagers but next to nothing about the skills they're actual-

ly going to use.

None of this means that schools should gve up Intro to
Calculus for Civilization IV and Blogging 101. Kids should

have a balanced media diet: surfing and gaming alongside

old-fashioned reading. (Not to mention going outdoors to toss

a football around.) Yes, popular culture can be addictive and

time consuming. Yes, you sometimes have to draw the line.

The same is true of all social interactions, as any parent of a

teenager will tell you. But how can you figure out where to
draw the line if you can't measure the benefits and costs? To

plan a balanced diet, you need to know something about the
nutrients in all the food groups, not just the ones that have tra-
dition on their side.
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1. State the thesis and rationale (what is Johnson's point, and what main

argument he uses to support it) of this article.

2. Does the writer feel strongly about the argument he's making in this

essay? How do you know? Find examples of language choices in this article

that support your answer

3. Does the writer base any of his arguments in research or scientific fact?

Does this affect the validity of his arguments? Explain.

4. This article about technology is now six years old. In technological terms,

that's a long time ago. Identify some dated references he makes in the

article. Do the dated references negatively affect the message he wishes to

get across?

5. Has the passing of time since this article was written strengthened or

weakened Johnson's argument? Explain.
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